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CAPT denounces death threats against Assembly Speaker Rendon 

Sacramento – June 30, 2017 – The California Association of Psychiatric Technicians (CAPT), a union of state-
employed psychiatric nurses, strongly condemns the death threats made against Assembly Speaker Anthony 
Rendon for temporarily shelving the “Healthy Care Act” or “Universal Health Care for California” bill also known 
as SB 562.  

A June 28 article by The Sacramento Bee stated that Assembly Speaker Rendon had received death threats for 
temporarily holding SB 562. Speaker Rendon pulled the measure for being ‘woefully’ incomplete, especially in 
addressing just how California would pay for the $400 billion universal health care plan.  While CAPT believes 
universal health care for Californians is a worthy idea, we must first establish a funding plan before we risk 
bankrupting our state and putting other valued state programs in jeopardy.  

CAPT believes the violent rhetoric at play is counterproductive to the goal at hand.  “Threats against Assembly 
Speaker Rendon do nothing to pass this good idea; in fact, it does just the opposite,” said CAPT State President 
Eric Soto.  “Death threats like this restrict legislators from freely discussing and collaborating on solutions to 
societal problems. Additionally, if this type of threatening speech continues, how will we get the best and 
brightest people to represent our interests in government?”  

At the national level, Soto urges Californians to focus their energies on stopping the federal health care bill from 
stripping 22 million people of their health care coverage. At the state level, Soto warns that we must not rush 
ourselves into a bad health care plan. 

“This is too important to get wrong, said Soto.  “The working families in California deserve a well-thought-out, 
model-like plan that will keep California strong and worthy of emulation.”

CAPT is a union of 6,000 state-employed psychiatric nurses working in prisons, state hospitals, and developmental 
centers and is the voice of 12,000 licensed psychiatric technicians working in California.  
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